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Germanium is reemerging as a prominent material in the semiconductor field, particularly for 

electronic applications, photonics, photovoltaics and thermophotovoltaics. Its combination with III-V 

compound semiconductors through epitaxial growth by metal organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) 

is instrumental and thus, the comprehension of the sequential stages in such epitaxial processes is of 

great importance. During the deposition of GaAs on p-type Ge, the formation of n/p junctions occurs 

when As diffuses into Ge. It is found that this formation begins in the so-called AsH3 preexposure where 

Ge substrate is firstly exposed to AsH3. Also important is the fact that both free carrier profiles and As 

profiles indicate that prolonged AsH3 preexposure times lead to deeper diffusion depths for the same 

process time. This effect is concomitant with the degradation of the Ge surface morphology, 

characterized by higher roughness as the AsH3 preexposure duration is extended. Contrary to ion-

implanted As in germanium, which shows quadratic dependent diffusivity, our MOVPE investigation 

using AsH3 indicates a linear relationship, consistent with Takenaka et al.'s MOVPE study using TBAs. 

Analyzing As profiles alongside simulations, with and without subsequent GaAs epitaxy, suggests the 

generation of Ge vacancies during the process, contributing to deeper As diffusion. 
 

1. Introduction

The low bandgap of germanium (Ge) makes it a suited material for devices such as near-infrared 

photodetectors or single-junction thermophotovoltaic (TPV) receivers.[1], [2], [3], [4], [5] Semiconductor 

devices combining Ge and III-V materials are typically implemented in the field of photovoltaics, where Ge 

is used as substrate and bottom cell in high efficiency multijunction solar cells.[6] Metal-Organic Vapor Phase 

Epitaxy (MOVPE) is the most widespread method for the growth of III-V semiconductor structures, at an 

industrial level. Ge-based photovoltaic device structures, such as the aforementioned multijunction solar cells, 

are obtained by the epitaxial growth of III-V layers on Ge substrates. The high temperatures involved in the 
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process cause a variety of effects including segregation and cross-diffusion of III-V elements and Ge.[7] In 

fact, this effect allows the formation of pn junctions in Ge. For example, in photovoltaics a p-type Ge substrate 

is used and a lattice-matched GaAs or GaInP layer is deposited on top to passivate the Ge surface and minimize 

the surface minority carrier recombination. A n/p junction is created at the same time by diffusion of As or P, 

which are n-type dopants, into p-type Ge. GaInP is typically preferred because P diffusion is slower than As 

diffusion.[8], [9], [10], [11] However, GaAs offers a potentially lower deposition cost, since only two sources 

are needed, and no precise control over composition is required as a small lattice mismatch (0.07%) is 

produced on Ge. The faster diffusion of As might not be problematic for device structures not subjected to 

strong thermal loads after the deposition of the III-V layer, such as single-junction Ge photovoltaic cells. In 

fact, high performance TPV receivers using GaAs/Ge single junction cells (SJC) have already been 

demonstrated.[5], [12] 

The diffusion of As into Ge is an essential step in the formation of the n/p junction in these photovoltaic 

devices. The final diffusion profile determines their performance. Therefore, a deep understanding of this 

diffusion process is required for the design of MOVPE deposition processes. However, many of experimental 

data reported in the literature about diffusion of As or P in Ge are obtained by applying a thermal load to 

ionically implanted Ge with these elements or to Ge-As alloys on pure Ge.[13], [14], [15], [16] Multiple 

studies of As diffusion during a MOVPE process have focused on the reduction of GaAs/Ge cross-diffusion 

by low temperature GaAs deposition or by growing a thin layer of AlAs on Ge.[7], [17] Nevertheless, studies 

of the evolution and impact of As diffusion during epitaxial processes have not thoroughly been conducted. 

The diffusion is affected by the MOVPE ambient and growth parameters, resulting in an intricate combination 

of cross-related effects. As an example, for a fixed thermal load, drastically different As diffusion profiles are 

observed depending on the pre-treatment of the surface or the deposition conditions of the GaAs layer. 

In this work we contribute to elucidate how the main growth parameters involved in the deposition of GaAs/Ge 

structures affect the As diffusion profiles in Ge. The objective is to improve the control over the MOVPE 

process in achieving the desired dopant profiles. 

2. Experimental 

The experiments were conducted in a horizontal, research-scale MOVPE reactor (AIX200/4) featuring an 

infrared-lamp heater. The reactor pressure is kept at 100 mbar except during the GaAs deposition steps, when 

the pressure is increased to 250 mbar to raise the partial pressure of AsH3, as it was found to be beneficial for 

the morphology of the nucleated GaAs layers. All samples were grown on (100) Ge wafers with a 6⁰ offcut 

towards the nearest (111) plane with low dopings of Ga (p-type with a resistivity of 1.5-4.5 Ohm∙cm). The Ge 

wafer surfaces are covered by a thin oxide layer that is removed by a thermal treatment at the beginning of the 

deposition process. The surface condition is monitored by in-situ measurements of the Reflectance Anisotropy 

Spectroscopy (RAS) using an EpiRas 2000 tool. The precursors were high purity arsine (AsH3) and 

trimethylgallium (TMGa). During the growth, molar flows of 4.4∙10-5 mol.min-1 and 2∙10-2 mol.min-1 were 

used for TMGa and AsH3, respectively. For the AsH3 pre-exposure stage (stage 3), the molar flow was 2∙10-2 

mol.min-1. Total flow rates for these configurations remained constant at 5000 sccm during AsH3 preexposure 

and 14000 sccm during GaAs growth. During the cool-down (see Figure 1), the molar flow of AsH3 is kept 

at 2.2∙10-3 mol.min-1 to prevent As desorption until 300 ⁰C, when As desorption is negligible.[18] Di-tert-

butylsilane (DTBSi) was employed to n-type dope the GaAs layer with Si. The carrier gas was high purity H2. 

A growth temperature of 640 ⁰C and a growth rate of 0.75 µm.h-1 were kept constant for every sample.  To 

ensure experimental consistency, all epitaxy runs where performed with the same preconditioning of the 

reactor chamber, i.e., with a GaAs layer coating it. 

Free charge carrier profiles were acquired by electrochemical capacitance-voltage (ECV) measurements 

utilizing a WEP CVP 21 tool and Tiron electrolyte. Secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) was performed 

on a SIMS Cameca IMS 4f-E6 analyzer (Cs+, 14.5 keV), from which the chemical profiles of As 

concentrations were collected for key samples. The background of the SIMS profiles (roughly 2∙1017 cm-3) 



 

appears due to the difficulty of the mass spectrometer to separate the signals of 75As and 74Ge1H.  The surface 

of selected samples was analyzed using atomic force microscopy (AFM) by means of a Park XE-10 AFM 

Microscope, from which root mean square (RMS) roughness values were calculated.  

Figure 1 shows a schematic profile of the temperature evolution in the MOVPE growths, which can be divided 

into five stages. Initially, at stage 1, the p-type Ge substrate has oxides on the surface, as mentioned before. 

As the temperature reaches values above 560 °C, the oxides start to desorb and As coming from the reactor 

chamber starts to dimerize on the Ge surface, which can be detected in the RAS signatures measured.[19] 

Then, the process continues with a gradual temperature ramp-up and stabilization at 640 °C. In the bake phase 

(stage 2), the Ge wafer is kept at this temperature for 5 min in order to fully remove the Ge oxides and to 

ensure that any possible foreign adsorbed elements are desorbed. Then AsH3 is flown into the reactor and a 

monolayer of As covers the Ge surface (stage 3), stabilizing the surface.[20] However, the AsH3 exposure 

initiates the diffusion of As into Ge and causes some surface roughening. In stage 4, GaAs deposition starts 

by flowing TMGa into the reactor chamber. During GaAs growth, cross diffusion of As and Ga into the Ge 

and vice versa take place across the GaAs/Ge interface. Meanwhile all elements continuously diffuse over 

time because of the thermal load. Although the cross-diffusion process involves multiple atoms (Ga, Ge, As 

and Si as n-type dopant in GaAs), this study primarily centers on the analysis of As diffusion. Regarding Ga, 

its influence was indirectly detected in the ECV profiles, as we will discuss later. In the final step, the GaAs 

layer deposition is complete (stage 5) and, the heater is turned off to start the cooldown stage. To prevent any 

surface damage, the As desorption is compensated by a small AsH3 flow maintained down to 300 °C. The 

cooldown process is identical in all the samples studied in this work. 

 

Figure 1. Schematic graph of the temperature profile in a GaAs deposition on Ge depicting the five stages of the process. Simplified 

illustrations of every stage are pictured. The time axis is not to scale.

3. Results 

In this work, we aim to determine the influence on As diffusion of two key steps in MOVPE GaAs/Ge 

heteroepitaxy, namely, AsH3 preexposure and GaAs deposition (stages 3 and 4 in Figure 1). These steps are 

the most relevant amid those listed in Figure 1 and correspond to the substrate preparation and the growth 



 

itself. A first issue to clarify is why preexposure is needed at all. The fact of the matter is that the growth of a 

GaAs layer on a Ge substrate is a heteroepitaxial process that involves the growth of a polar semiconductor 

(GaAs) on a non-polar substrate (Ge). Such growth entails a number of difficulties, being particularly 

important the avoidance of anti-phase domains (APD).[21] Anti-phase disorder can be minimized if GaAs 

growth proceeds on a Ge surface, covered in As dimers showing a single dimer orientation and double 

steps.[22] The preexposure step aims at achieving such surface by exposing the wafer to the group-V precursor 

for a short time before the growth starts.[23] The optimization of this step depends on reactor configuration, 

precursor partial pressure, and growth temperature but it is typically lower than a minute. 

In an initial series of experiments, Ge substrates were exposed to varying preexposure times (𝑡𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑝) before 

the epitaxial deposition of 50-nm GaAs layers for 240 s on every sample. Figure 2(a) shows ECV profiles of 

this batch. The dips at the first nanometers (until about 25 nm) are due to the presence of Ga, a p-type dopant 

that compensates the n-type doping of the already-diffused As. Because of its lower diffusion coefficient 

relative to As, the Ga diffusion depth is much shallower than that of As.[24] This dip is followed by a plateau 

in the electron concentration profile, which finally drops at some depth into the Ge wafer. As it can be 

observed, the free carrier concentration corresponding to the plateaus decreases as 𝑡𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑝 increases, whereas 

the profile depth increases. Therefore, a first shocking result of Figure 2 is that four MOVPE processes taking 

place at the same temperature (640 ºC) for similar times –from 241 s in the black curve to 260 s in the magenta 

curve– yield remarkably different diffusion profiles. During the preexposure stage under study, the Ge 

substrates are submitted to an AsH3 environment at high temperatures, which can etch their surfaces, 

modifying their morphology.[25] To quantify the surface roughening and investigate its correlation with the 

diverse As diffusion behaviors, another series of samples was prepared. New Ge substrates were exposed to 

different 𝑡𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑝 followed by the growth of 4-5 nm GaAs layers to prevent oxide formation on the Ge surface, 

while preserving the underlying Ge surface roughness for the analysis.[26] In Figure 2(b), a dot graph shows 

the tendency of the surface RMS roughness when samples are exposed to different 𝑡𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑝. The AFM scan 

images (Figure 2(c) and (d)) and the height profiles (Figure 2(e)) show also a peak to valley height significantly 

different between the samples using 1 and 20 second preexposure times.  

 



 

 

Figure 2. (a) ECV profiles for the samples with 50-nm GaAs and variable AsH3 preexposure times (colored numbers). A simple illustration 

of the structure is placed in the lower left corner. (b) RMS roughness vs preexposure times. The RMS roughness obtained from different 

AFM scan areas is included (see legend). The RMS values for 2x2 µm2 areas include standard deviation (𝝈𝑺𝑻𝑫 ; represented by bars) 

whilst 5x5 µm2 and 10x10 µm2 scans were measured once. Two representative 5x5 µm2 AFM scan images corresponding to 1-s (c) and 20-

s (d) AsH3 preexposure times are shown. (e) Height profiles represent the surface topography along the yellow lines overlapped on the 

AFM scan images above. 

 

Once the impact of the AsH3 preexposure has been described, the progress of the diffusion during different 

GaAs deposition times (𝑡𝐺𝑎𝐴𝑠) was examined. Our experimental design comprised two growth scenarios: (I) 

Samples without GaAs deposition or the omission of the stage 4 in Figure 1 and (II) samples with GaAs 

deposition, encompassing all stages. Figure 3 compares two pairs of SIMS profiles, one from each of these 

growth scenarios. For all profiles, there is a high As concentration region with a steep decline before a 50 nm 

depth. After these regions, plateaus of As concentration can be seen, followed by a decrease towards the SIMS 

background noise. Samples subjected only to AsH3 preexposure (triangles) do not exhibit significant 

differences, but SIMS profiles after GaAs depositions (circles) reveal that As diffusion is more intense for 



 

longer 𝑡𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑝. Similar to the ECV measurements (Figure 2(a)), the 1-s profile (black circles) shows a diffusion 

depth which is roughly a half that on the 20-s profile (red circles). 

Figure 3. SIMS profiles of As for different growths. In downward 

triangles, profiles of samples exposed to AsH3 for 1 s (blue) and 15 

s (magenta). In filled circles, samples with 50-nm GaAs and 

different preexposure time of 1 s (black) and 20 s (red).  

 
Figure 4. SIMS profiles of As for samples with different GaAs 

thicknesses and a constant preexposure time of 20 s. Profiles with 

4-nm GaAs (red), 25-nm GaAs (blue) and 50-nm GaAs (green) are 

represented. Sample subjected to only AsH3 preexposure for 15 s 

(black) is added to check directly the evolution of the As diffusion.  

 

For the next experiment, we examine the influence of GaAs deposition using different GaAs deposition times 

(different thicknesses) while maintaining a constant 𝑡𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑝= 20 s. The evolution of the As diffusion through 

several GaAs thicknesses is shown in Figure 4, where the SIMS profile of a sample with a similar preexposure 

and no GaAs layer deposited (black circles) is included in the graph for direct comparison. Unfortunately, the 

sample with exactly 𝑡𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑝= 20 s was damaged during the first measurements and therefore we include a 

similar one with 𝑡𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑝= 15 s. All profiles present an abrupt high concentration until approximately 50 nm, 

after which concentration plateaus gradually decline to finally drop at some depth into the Ge. It can be noticed 

that diffusion depths increase with growing GaAs thicknesses. As expected, longer deposition times result in 

higher arsenic doses, as evidenced by the areas under the profiles. This observation confirms the continued 

diffusion of As atoms into Ge during the GaAs deposition stage.

4. Discussion 

As a basic tool to discuss the results, we present a model for As diffusion in Ge. This process has been 

described to be mediated by As-vacancy pairs (As+Vn), which are formed by the combination of As+ ions and 

charged vacancies in various charge states (Vn; n = 0, −1, −2).[10], [24] The effective diffusivity (D) based 

on this mechanism can be quantified as:  

D(T, n) = D0 + D− (
n

ni
) + D= (

n

ni
)

2

   Eq. (1) 

where D0, D−, and D= are the diffusivity coefficients for the three As-vacancy pairs, namely, As+V0, As+V−, 

and As+V=; T is the temperature, n is the free electron concentration, and ni the intrinsic carrier concentration 

in Ge. In turn, each of the three diffusion coefficients can be described by an Arrhenius equation with a specific 

activation energy (EA) and pre-exponential diffusivity factor (𝐷0
𝑖 ): 

Di(T) = D0
i exp (

−EA

kBT
)   Eq. (2) 

Many authors agree that double negatively charged vacancy pairing with an ionized As (As+V=) is the main 

mechanism for As diffusion in Ge and, therefore, Eq. (1) could be approximated with a quadratic 



 

dependence.[10], [11], [16], [24] However, this dependence stems from studies using processes different from 

MOVPE epitaxial growths, like ion implantation. In contrast to the ion-implanted As diffusion behavior 

observed in Ge, which demonstrates a quadratic dependence, our investigation conducted within a MOVPE 

environment utilizing AsH3 indicates a linear dependency for arsenic diffusion. This observation aligns with 

previous findings reported by E. Takenaka et al., who investigated the behavior of arsenic diffusion in a 

MOVPE environment employing TBAs.[27]  Following this precedent, Eq. (1) can be expressed as follows: 

D(T, n) ≅ D− (
n

ni
) = D0

− exp (
−EA

kBT
) (

n

ni
)   Eq. (3) 

where the activation energy and pre-exponential diffusivity factor which describe 𝐷− are EA = 1.9 eV and 

𝐷0
− = 6.2·10-3 cm2.s-1.[27] This suggests that, under MOVPE conditions, at least when TBAs is the As 

precursor, diffusion is governed by pairs of a single negatively charged vacancy and an ionized As (As+V−), 

indicating a distinct mechanism at play. 

 
Figure 5. SIMS profiles (black and blue markers) and simulated 

profiles using the linear dependence described in Eq. (3) (red 

lines). In order of appearance, the thin red dashed line (As-grown) 

represents the resultant profile after a preexposure stage of 15 s 

with no cooldown. The same process but considering the cooldown 

is depicted in the red solid line, as well as a profile with 20 

additional seconds (red dash-dotted line) beyond the red solid 

profile. The red dotted line represents another simulated profile 

that requires approximately 15 times of duration (from the red 

dash-dotted profile) to match the blue profile. 

 
Figure 6. SIMS profiles for samples with identical preexposure 

times but different durations of GaAs deposition (black 

markers). The corresponding simulations are indicated (solid 

lines) with other simulations up to the start of the cooling down 

(dotted lines). 

 

 

In order to get some quantitative insight into the diffusion process, we implemented a simulation approach 

based on Eq. (3), namely, the model from Takenaka and coworkers.[27] Therefore, we considered that As 

diffusivity in Ge under MOVPE conditions follows a linear dependence on the free electron concentration. 

Diffusion profiles were simulated under this premise by utilizing the finite difference method under fixed 

surface concentrations (C0), and with the activation energy given by Takenaka of 1.9 eV.[27] The first 

assumption is that every As atom is electrically active (n = [As]), with other possible influences disregarded 

for simplicity. The simulation considers the temperature vs. time profile for each sample (Figure 1) and 

calculates the diffusion coefficient at each position in the structure as a function of the carrier concentration 

and the temperature. An important consideration to make is that this model only quantifies the diffusion 

process in the tail region and does not consider the subsurface region, where As solubility reaches the limit 

value. 

 

Figure 5 shows the SIMS profiles of a sample with only preexposure to AsH3 (black markers), a sample with 

a similar preexposure followed by a short GaAs growth (blue squares) and their associated simulations (red 

lines). The red solid line represents the simulation of the sample with only preexposure to AsH3, with fitting 

values of C0  = 9·1018 cm-3 and 𝐷0
− = 5.5·10-3 cm2.s-1, respectively. This simulation follows quite reasonably 



 

the experiments in the tail region (black circles) with C0 and 𝐷0
− values in close alignment with those already 

reported, where the parameters were determined by exposing Ge to TBAs (instead of AsH3, as in this 

work).[27] Thus, it is reasonable to assume that Takenaka’s model and associated parameters effectively 

characterize the behavior of the As diffusion during the preexposure stage also under AsH3. In order to 

reproduce the evolution of the sample with preexposure and GaAs growth (blue squares), we applied this same 

model just increasing the diffusion time in 20 s (i.e. the GaAs growth time), obtaining the profile in the red 

dash-dotted line. However, the actual diffusion during these additional seconds (blue squares) results in As 

reaching much greater depths. To fit the experimental SIMS profile, using the previous model (with the same 

C0 and 𝐷0
−), the required time to match the blue curve would be 15 times longer (red dotted line). In other 

words, to accurately model the As diffusion process in MOVPE ambient we need to consider that GaAs 

deposition drastically increases the diffusivity of As. A final consideration around Figure 5 is related to the 

effect of the cooldown. The thin dashed red line in Figure 5 represents the As profile at the end of the 

preexposure, right before the moment when the heater is switched off and the cooldown starts (see Figure 1). 

So, the distance between the thin and thick red lines represents the As drive-in associated with the cooldown, 

which is indeed significant in our MOVPE reactor. This makes sense since the preexposure is just 20 s long, 

whereas, in the cooldown, it takes 5 min to go form the growth temperature of 640 ºC to 500 ºC where virtually 

the diffusion stops, according to our simulations.  

 

In Figure 6, simulations were performed for samples with different GaAs deposition times (𝑡𝐺𝑎𝐴𝑠) but a 

constant 𝑡𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑝 of 20 s. Three phases are considered in the simulation of diffusion profiles: 1) preexposure: 

the initial stage simulated using the parameters of Figure 5 (thin red dashed curve), identical for all samples; 

2) growth: step with different duration depending on the sample; and 3) cooldown: the final stage when 

temperature steadily goes down but As still diffuses, identical for all samples. The colored thick lines in Figure 

6 represent the profiles calculated using this approach. To obtain such good fits the average pre-exponential 

diffusivity factor (𝐷0
−) remains almost the same as for the preexposure-only samples, whilst C0 needs to be 

increased ~150% on average. The diffusion model is simple so, rather than highlighting the particular values 

obtained for the parameters, our claim is that the same model used in Figure 5 (Eq. (3)), yields also reasonable 

fits for samples with GaAs growth provided that the diffusion parameters are increased at this stage, 

quantitatively supporting the enhancing role of GaAs epitaxial growth. Again, the dashed lines in Figure 6 

represent the situation of the diffusion profile right before the onset of the cooldown (i.e. the as-grown 

profiles). As in the case of preexposure-only samples, the drive-in caused by the cooldown is notable, mostly 

for samples with short growth times. 

 

The model just presented describes well some of the phenomena observed. When we just have Ge preexposure 

to AsH3 in a MOVPE ambient, the diffusion behaves as reported by Takenaka et al. using TBAs, considering 

the effect of the preexposure plus the unavoidable thermal load of the cooldown, which plays a significant 

role because of the short process times. Therefore, for the preexposure times typically used (1 to 20 seconds), 

the resulting As profile is shallow and similar between samples. When growing GaAs, however, the diffusion 

of As accelerates. An enhanced dopant diffusion in Ge (as well as in Si) has been frequently linked to the 

generation of an extra concentration of point defects, particularly of vacancies in the saturated regions.[28] 

In our case, we hypothesize that there are two key phases in the process, 1) during the preexposure, the 

chemical interaction of Ge from the wafer surface with foreign species coming from the gas phase can be a 

source of Ge vacancies; and 2) during epitaxial growth the wafer surface morphology will determine the 

properties of the GaAs/Ge interface and GaAs epilayer, governing the outdiffusion of Ge from the wafer into 

the layer,i.e. the injection of Ge vacancies). In addition, our high V/III ratio during GaAs deposition (~ 450) 

influences the injection of Ge vacancies. In As-rich GaAs epitaxy, the creation of gallium vacancies is favored, 

promoting the outdiffusion of Ge to the Ga lattice sites.[29] However, all samples in our study maintained 

equal V/III ratios and growth rates, suggesting that this phenomenon may not be a determining factor in 

explaining the variations observed in the As profiles. 

 

Regarding the preexposure, significant chemical interaction is known to occur between AsH3 (and its 

byproducts) and the Ge surface at our process temperatures.[25] Accordingly, the AFM measurements 

presented in Figure 2(b), (c), (d) and (e) have shown how AsH3 affects the morphology of the wafer surface. 

The samples exposed to AsH3 for longer times present a substantial increase in surface RMS roughness, 



 

resulting from Ge hydration and subsequent dimer displacement.[25] So, when AsH3 is present in the reactor, 

the Ge wafer is etched, and a number of Ge atoms are removed from the pre-existing surface. We speculate 

that this creates a driving force for Ge atoms in the bulk to diffuse towards the surface to restore 

thermodynamic equilibrium (i.e. to minimize the surface energy by replenishing Ge atoms for the surface 

reconstruction) thus creating vacancies mostly in the subsurface region. In such process, most of the displaced 

Ge would form germane and desorb into the gas phase. In short, the AsH3 preexposure phase represents a brief 

time in which vacancy injection takes place. Similar mechanisms have been suggested to explain phosphorus 

diffusion into Si when PH3 is used as a precursor in a MOVPE ambient.[28] 

During GaAs growth, the process that injects vacancies in the Ge wafer is the outdiffusion of Ge atoms, as the 

GaAs epilayer sucks in Ge atoms that leave a Ge vacancy behind. At a given temperature, the factors that limit 

the outdiffusion are the crystal orientation of the GaAs/Ge interface and the quality of the GaAs layer. When 

GaAs growth starts, the etching stops as AsH3 is no longer in contact with Ge, and the surface morphology is 

frozen. If the preexposure has been short, etching would have been minimal, and the GaAs/Ge heterointerface 

will almost follow the nominal wafer orientation. This creates perfect conditions for the epitaxy and the 

crystalline quality of the epilayer is optimal. Contrarily, if the preexposure has taken longer, the wafer will 

roughen and thus start to exhibit (to some extent) higher index crystal planes, and, consequently, the GaAs/Ge 

heterointerface will present an equally rough morphology. This will impact the quality of the epitaxy yielding 

a layer with a higher concentration of crystal defects (point defects, antiphase domains, dislocations, …).  

As evidenced by Figure 2, our results establish a clear correlation between the duration of AsH3 preexposure 

and the resulting diffusion profile after GaAs deposition. However, all the curves in Figure 2(a) correspond to 

diffusion profiles that have been produced at analogous conditions, namely, the same temperature (640 ºC) 

and similar process times. For example, the black curve is the profile resulting from an AsH3 preexposure of 

1 s followed by 240 s of GaAs growth (i.e., 241 s total process time), whereas the magenta curve corresponds 

to an AsH3 preexposure of 20 s followed by 240 s of GaAs growth (i.e., 260 s total process time). Our 

simulation shows that just a 19 s difference (~5%) in total process time cannot justify the blunt deviation of 

both diffusion profiles. Another key factor influencing the diffusivity is the initial free electron concentration 

(n), so it could be that differences in n at the beginning of the diffusion process are causing the divergence 

amid the experiments in Figure 2. However, this is not the case either since extreme preexposure times yield 

very similar initial concentrations of As, as shown in Figure 3, where blue (𝑡𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑝= 1 s) and magenta 

(𝑡𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑝= 15 s) curves virtually overlap. In summary, neither the diffusion temperature, nor the duration of 

the diffusion process, nor the initial As+ concentration are substantially different in any of the experiments in 

Figure 2. Accordingly, it must be the concentration of vacancies in the Ge subsurface area, and its impact on 

the diffusion parameters, which should be the factor creating the notable differences amidst the diffusion 

profiles. In this regard, two different vacancy injection mechanisms determine the value of the diffusion 

parameters during preexposure and growth, respectively. We speculate that Ge outdiffusion is a stronger 

vacancy injection mechanism than AsH3 etching and this explains why GaAs growth boosts diffusion. Even 

more so, Ge outdiffusion becomes more intense when it takes place across rough III-V/Ge heterointerfaces as 

it has been already reported.[30] Moreover, diffusion across high index planes becomes more intense as 

well.[27] These phenomena provide an explanation for the evolution of the profiles in Figure 2. 

The hypothesis proposed provides a consistent explanation for the evolution of the profiles reported in our 

experiments and agrees with comparable data in the literature. Obviously, at this point, this is just a tentative 

explanation which needs further investigation –currently ongoing– to be substantiated. 

5. Conclusions 

High performance n/p junctions, the foundation of high-quality Ge-based photovoltaics, can be achieved by 

growth of GaAs layers on Ge with a proper control of the inevitable As diffusion into Ge. In this direction, 

the influence of MOVPE growth parameters on the diffusion of As in p-type Ge to form n/p junctions has 

been investigated through dedicated growth processes and fitting of the resulting As SIMS profiles by 



 

numerical simulations. Concerning the initial preexposure of the Ge wafer to AsH3, the simulations 

demonstrate a linear dependence of the As diffusion coefficient with the electron concentration, in contrast to 

the quadratic dependence found in, for instance, ion-implanted As but in accordance with published results 

for diffusion in a MOVPE environment. We also see negligible As profile variations for the different AsH3 

preexposure times explored but an appreciable increase in the Ge surface roughness. The growth of a GaAs 

layer after the preexposure step is shown to enhance the diffusion of As, since the profiles simulated by just 

extending the diffusion time by the GaAs growth time result in notably shorter diffusion depths than in the 

experimental profiles. Moreover, for the same GaAs thickness deposited, the diffusion depth increases 

substantially for longer AsH3 pre-exposures. 

To analyze these findings, the nature of the As diffusion in Ge, which is mediated by Ge vacancy-As pairs is 

considered. The overabundance of As observed at the Ge surface can only be mobilized by injection of Ge 

vacancies. We hypothesize that the diffusion of As is enhanced during growth of GaAs by the injection of the 

vacancies left by Ge as it out-diffuses into the growing GaAs layer. Moreover, the effect of the pre-exposure 

stage can be explained also in terms of vacancy injection as the surface roughens, and by an enhanced Ge out-

diffusion through the rough GaAs/Ge interface, as reported before. This increased availability of Ge vacancies 

is modelled through a higher surface concentration of As ready to diffuse, giving good fits to the experimental 

As profiles. These results demonstrate the intricate dependence of the As diffusion on the MOVPE process 

parameters and suggest the management of Ge vacancies injection as a way to gain control over the As profiles 

obtained. 
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